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Sixth Semester B.Sc. Degree Examination, April 2022

: First Degree Programme Under CBCSS

Mathematics

' Core Cource X

. MM 1642 - COIIPLEXANALYSIS ll

(2OlS & 2019 Admission)

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 80

. PART _'A

Answer all questions. Each question canies 1 mark.

1. When does a complex series diverge?

2. Define Uniform Convergence of a,series of lunctions. '

3. Explain the term: Cauchy sequence.

4. Define a zero of order m for a function f.

5. What is the formula for

Res(f:zo) ,, 44=#, where e(z) and (z) are analvtic al 4

and Q has a simple pole at zo, while P(26) + o.

6. Define lmproper integral over (- -,0)of a continuous functiori (x).

P.T.O.



7.

8.

9.

10.

15.

16.

PART-B

Answer any eight queslions. Each question canies 2 mafts.

a
11. Prove that 1+c+c2 +ct +-.-=-l- for]d<1

1-c
12. Find the Maclaurin series for cos z.

13. Hou/ can we obtaln the Taylor series of &, if fand g are two analytic functions?

14. State a necessary and suffcient condition for the convergence of a sequence of
complex numbers.

(10x1=l0Marks)

Explain the term: Laurent Series

State the ne@ssary and sufficient condition for an analytjc function
pole of order m at zo.

State the Picard's Theorem.

Define of a residire of a function with an example.

to have a

17.

18.

22.

23.

21.

I
'19. Find the residue at z = O of t(z)= 2s, using Laurent series.

20. Find the resid ue at z = -3i ot t(4= ?1^ .. " z'+9

Evaluate p.v. Jx3dx. .

Give the statement of Jordan's Lemma.

ls f(i)=22 being locally one to one on

2

of 0? Justify your
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PART - C

Answer any six questioils. Each question caries 4 marks_.

27. State the Ratio test and show ih 
^t ,7,+ @nverges.

zS. lt f(z) is analytic at zo, how can we find the Taylor series of f'(z). Using this

result, find the Taylor series of cos z fro ^ lh"l of , =2' *''
- 

j-t@i-i'

29. Prove that the uniform limit of a sequence of analytic functions defined on a
simply connec{ed domain is also analfiic.

30. Classiry the zeros and singularities of hnz 
.

31. What do you mean by extended complex plane? Classifi the behaviour at co of
f,z\ =h 

+1 
.' ' z-1

32. Find the residues at earch singulaity ot \z) = qose6 2.

33. State and prove Cauchy Residue Theorem.

lo I ,
34. Prove rhar if f (r)l< M(,) on a<r<O rhen ll(4d,1<lM()* wnere {f) and M(0I: I ;

are continuous function defined on [a, bl, with f complex and Mrealvalued.

35. Find the integral of sIx 
over (0,.).

36. Prove that if (z) is analytic at zo, then there is an open disk p centred at zo such
that f is one to one on D.

l
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37.

38.

transformalion that maps the

Mobius

39. Define Taylor Series of f(z) around4. Prove that if

lr-Al.n there exists a Taylor Series which converges
disk.

40. Find The Laurent seies expansioi A flz) = 6:fui in

(6x4=24Marks)

(z) is analytic in the
to (z).for all z in this

{a) The region pf<t
(b) The region I < Pl < 2

(c) Theregionfi>2.

41. Define different singularities of a complex function with examples. Veriry the
examples with defi nition.

42. (a) Prove that, if f(z) hasa pole of order rn at zo, then

Res(r : 4)= tim,-.. h#k - aY,Al

(b) Using the result find the residue at z = 0 of 44= -ffi .

- z \z-E)

x-1
43. Evaluate I ' ae-t-2-ffie

.,14. (a) Prove that if (z) is analytic at zo and f(4)+o then (z) is conformal atzo.

(b) Find alt Mobius transformdtions lhat map unit disks into unit disks.
(2x15=30 arks)
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